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AIA Shows Flick Tuesday
Clemson's student chapter of the American
Institute of Architects will present a movie,
"The Great Adventurer." at S and 7 p.m.
Tuesday. Feb. 23, in the auditorium of the
School of Architecture. Charge for membership in the series of five programs is $1.
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Midwinters' Opening Night Features Brubeck
Coffee House Committee
Seeks Student Interest

Richard Leibert, after years of success at the New York City Radio Hall, comes to
the Clemson Field House Monday to give a presentation of his talents.

Leibert Brings Organ Music
To Clemson University Monday
By JUNE BLACKWELL
News Staff
Clemson University Concert
Series features Richard Leibert and his portable electronic organ at the University
Field House at 8 p.m. Monday, Feb. 22.
The chief organist of the
Radio City Music Hall in
New York City has appeared
in concerts in practically every major city in the United
States. He has appeared with
the Buffalo Symphony, the
Rochester Symphony, and
many other musical and choral organizations.
Following his first professional engagement at Lowe's
Palace in Washington, D. C,
Leibert won a three year
scholarship award to the Peabody Conservatory of Music
in Baltimore, and then became theater organist in the
movie palaces of Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Chicago, and
Brooklyn.
In competition for the position of chief organist at Radio
. City Music Hall, Leibert
matched his skill against a
dozen other applicants; his
medley of selections ranging

from Bach to Gershwin won
the unanimous decision of the
judges.
After opening the Monday
night program with Bach's
"Toccata and Fuge in D
Minor," Leibert will present
his arrangement of Handel's
"He Shall Lead His Flock."
Following will be Beethoven's
"March from the Ruins of
Athens" and Ravel's "Bolero."
The last selection before intermission will be "Pilgrims'
Chorus" by "Wagner.
Leibert will begin after intermission with his own "Radio City March." Next on the
program will be Mancini's
"Charade" and "Moon River."

Rimmer Discusses Plan
For Room Assignments
Wednesday, R. H. Rimmer,
dormitory manager, called
the change in the method of
signing up dormitory rooms
"an effort to improve the ser-

ACC Debate Meet Dominated
By Emory And Wake Forest
Emory University of Atlanta, Ga., won the overall
team trophy during the third
annual Atlantic Coast Debating Conference meet here last
Friday and Saturday, while
Wake Forest College of Winston-Salem, N. C. won first
place among the Atlantic
Coast Conference teams.
John Anderson and Mike
Hopkins of Clemson won the
trophy for the varsity negative division of the meet. The
subject of debate for the meet
was "Resolved: The Federal
government should establish a
national program of public
work for the unemployed."
Clemson's varsity affirmative and both the novice affirmative and the novice neg• ative finished in third place
ties.
Other schools represented in
the meet included the University of South Carolina,
Duke University, and the University of North Carolina.
Winner of the extemporaneous speaking award was
Marti Price of the University
of South Carolina. He spoke
at the Awards Luncheon at
the Clemson House Saturday
afternoon. His topic was "Religion and the Situation in
South Vietnam."
In all there were three per; feet 5-0 debating records, two
- from Emory and the other
from Wake Forest. A member of the Clemson team stated that the topic was favored
toward the negative side. All
of the perfect records were
accounted for by teams supporting the negative side of
the question.
The president of the Clemson debaters is Mike Hopkins,

Following the Mancini selections will be Berstein's "Tonight" and Rodger's "The
Sweetest Sound" and "Climb
Every Mountain." After
"Make Believe" and "Old
Man River," both composed
by Kern, Leibert will give another one of his own compositions, "In a Little Clock
Shop." Completing the program Leibert will present several selections he has entitled
"Favorites of the Opera."
Single admission tickets at
$2.50 per person are on sale
at the President's Office.
Clemson student identification
cards and season tickets wilj
be honored.

"Part of the essence of a
university is an atmosphere
of free and open communication and independent
thought," said an anonymous
member of an Ad Hoc Committee which is interested in
forming a "coffee house."
This committee, which was
originally formed by a student and an adult member
from each of six campus
churches, has announced an
open meeting at the Baptist
Student Union at 4:30 p.m.
on Monday, Feb. 22. The
meeting is to be "held for
the purpose of organizing a
group of interested individuals
to establish a non-profit coffee house," according to a notice from the Ad Hoc Committee.
Persons attending this meeting will be asked to contribute one dollar as a patron
member.
The patron members will
elect a Council which will
consist of one individual from
each of the interested Student
Religious Organizations and
an equal number of persons
who shall be elected at a
meeting of the patron members.
The duties of the Council
will include "All further
planning concerning the Coffee House . . . full authority
to make decisions" for the organization, according to the
committee's notice. "Within
the bounds of propriety, legality, and the purpose of the
Coffee House the Council shall
be the sole agency responsible
for the operation of the Coffee House."
After election of the Council, the organization, except
for members of the Council
itself, probably "will not be

and the director of the conference is Tom Ramsay. The
members of the Clemson varsity debating team are John
Anderson, Mike Hopkins, Tom
Butler, Jim Stacy, and Bill
Moore. The novice team includes Marvin Runyon, Doug
Campbell, Hans Feige, and
Jerry Richardson. The faculty advisor is A. J. Fear of the
English Department.

vice to the students as a
whole."
The change in method of
room assignment for next fall
was announced in a memorandum to all students on Feb.
15. The new method, which
has been under discussion for
a year, calls for students to
sign up rooms during alphabetically appointed hours with
priority periods first for rising seniors, second for rising
juniors, third for rising sophomores.
During the period of March
9 to March 12, rising seniors
will have priority for room
assignments. After the rising
seniors, have signed up their
rooms for next fall, approximately 50 per cent of each
hall, including dormitories 9
and 10, will be reserved for
entering freshmen.

Rising juniors will sign up
rooms from March 16 to
March 19; rising sophomores
will reserve rooms from
March 23 to March 26.
Stating another reason for
the method change, Dormitory
Manager Rimmer stated that
"something has to be done to
break up the work load" on
the Bursar's Office, and as a
result "this year we are going to have to take the 50
dollars for the room reservation in the dormitory office."
In order for students to be
assured of a choice of roommates, paid applications must
be presented during the priority period for BOTH students concerned. Students assigned to new A or F and 9
and 10 and given the roommate choice shown on their
(Continued on page 6)

Tom Ramsay presents Mike Hopkins (left) and John Anderson (right) with the trophy
they won for the varsity negative division of the meet. (Photo by Riewe)

directly affiliated with any
churches," said a member of
the Ad Hoc Committee who
wished to remain anonymous.
After its election the Council will have complete charge
of organizing, naming, running, and making policy of
the yet-to-be named organization which will, according to
one member of the Ad Hoc
Committee, take the form of
a coffee-house type organization.
"It will be oriented to the

needs of the University — to
serve the students and people
of the community," said the
committee member. He also
said that the organization
would probably only sell coffee, tea, and pastries. It
would bring in entertainment
groups for the students; it
would also create "a place
where professors could come
and informally discuss anything" with the patrons.
(Continued on Page 6)

Jerry Butler Sings
For Tigers Saturday
Tonight the Dave Brubeck Quartet will kick off
the annual Central Dance Association Midwinters
Dance weekend. Brubeck will be featured in a
concert from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m. in the university
field house. Jerry Butler takes over the spotlight
Saturday night from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Jerry Butler, well known
for such all time hits as
"Moon River," "For Your
Precious Love," and "I'm ATelling You," will be providing entertainment for the Saturday night dance. But this
was not always the style of
music associated with Butler.
Butler originally made his
mark in the music world singing rhythm and blues.
After several trying years,
he had apparently reached the
peak in the blues field. But
this was not enough for the
versatile young man. He
wanted more security than the
candidate must have two unpredictable field of rhythm
manuscripts selected in any and blues provided. Without
one of the three categories. slowing down his output of
Any number of manuscripts songs, Butler switched to popmay be submitted in one or ular music and has appeared
all categories by any candi- continually on the top of the
date.
record charts. All this has
All Clemson students are been accomplished in his
encouraged to submit manu- short life span of twenty-two
scripts for consideration. Un- years.
derclassmen are especially inBut not everything has
vited to participate. For in- been easy for Butler. He was
formation, contact Mr. Louis forced to quit school and work
Henry, advisor, or Frank as an ordinary laborer. He
Pearce, president.
had to help support his moth-

Gamma Alpha Mil Seeks
Writers In Student Body
Gamma Alpha Mu, honorary English fraternity for
writers, announced Feb. 24 as
the deadline for submitting
manuscripts by candidates for
membership. All Clemson students are eligible for membership, regardless of major
course of study, year, or class
standing at Clemson.
GAM is one of Clemson's
oldest honorary societies,
having begun in 1928 under
the direction of Dr. John D.
Lane, retired, of the Clemson
English department.
At present, Mr. Louis Henry, professor of English, is
the faculty advisor, and there
are three sponsors: Earl Mazo
of the New York Times;
George Chaplin of the Honolulu Advertiser; and Harry
Ashmore, editor-in-chief of
all Encyclopedic. Brittanica
publications. Mr. Ashmore
was last year's sponsor.
The sponsors are the only
people to see any of the manuscripts submitted, and they
will make the selection of
candidates for membership.
No member of the faculty,
student body, or administration examines any of the entries.
Manuscripts submitted
should fall under one of three
categories: poetry, short story,
or some aspect of journalism.
It is not ■ necessary that any
manuscript submitted has
been published in any form.
To qualify for membership, a

er, sister, and younger brother. At one time he held down
two jobs. At the first opportunity he turned to his one
true love, music. It was his
rhythm and blues which skyrocketed him into the limelight and won for him an
everlasting place among top
artists in this field. It was
from this beginning that Butler has risen to his present
height.
With Dave Brubeck, the
CDA attempts to provide well
rounded entertainment, with
appeal to most of Clemson's
students.
Dave Brubeck and his
Quartet have won at one time
or another virtually every
poll and award in jazz. Their
most recent acclaim was in
the Down Beat Critic's Award.
For the second time in as
many years, the Quartet was
picked as the number one instrumental combo of the
year.
The members of the Brubeck Quartet have made al(Continued on page 6)

TO BE OR NOT TO BE

Players Bring 'Hamlet' To Clemson
Hamlet Prince of Denmark.
often called the greatest of
the Shakesperean tragedies,
will be presented in the
Chapel of Tillman Hall on
Thursday, Feb. 25, at 8 p.m.
by the National Players of
Washington, D. C. under the
joint sponsorship of the Department of English and the
University Lecture Series.
Admission will be free.
Appearing for the first time
in the sixteen years of the
Players touring repertory,
Hamlet was an immediate
"sellout" among touring sponsors. It is a play of action,
poetry, and emotional power,
and it is considered the most
universal of Shakespeare's
works.

Richard Bower will take
the title role as Hamlet. Others in the cast of the production will include Danielle
Gioseffi as Hamlet's mother,
Queen Gertrude; Holo Wines

as Ophelia, and Richard Robinson as King Claudius.
Currently celebrating its
16th anniversary season, the
touring company of the Na(Continued on page 4)

ATTENTION, TROOPS!

General Rich Visits Campus
To Inspect ROTC Program
General Charles W. G.
Rich, commanding general of
the Third United States Army, visited the Clemson campus yesterday.
The purpose of his visit was
to familiarize himself with
Clemson and to discuss the
functioning of the Army's-

Debate Team
On Television
Members of Clemson University's Calhoun Forensic Society will debate teams from
two North Carolina schools
on video tape for later presentation by Channel 3, WBTV,
Charlotte.
The debates will be part
of the "Land of the Free" series televised Sundays at 6:30
p.m.
For the Feb. 21 showing,
the Clemson students will advance the negative side of a
proposition on "Trade, Food,
and Dollars" against a team
from Davidson College upholding the affirmative.
On the March 14 program,
Clemson will push the affirmative in a proposition on "The
UN at Twenty" while the negative stand will be asserted
by Wilmington College.
Professor A. J. Fear, Clemson coach of debate, has announced two arts and sciences
majors will be teamed for the
first meet. They are John K.
Anderson of Allendale and
Michael S. Hopkins of Pendleton.
The Clemson team for the
March contest will be named
later.

ROTC program here with the
members of the Military Science Department. During his
itinerary he received special
briefing by each of the schools
and colleges of the University.
After arriving at Clemson
at noon, Gen. Rich was the
guest at a luncheon in the
Blue Room of the Clemson
House. The general was then
given a briefing at the office
of the Professor of Military
Science, Col.
Melvin C.
Brown, and inspected all of
the Army facilities.
Later in the afternoon, Gen.
Rich inspected the training of
the Counterguerilla Unit. He
also attended an Army Brigade Review in his honor.
Gen. Rich was born in
Bandy, Va. and graduated
from West Point in 1935 with
a bachelor of science degree
and a commission as a second lieutenant in the Infantry.
During World War II he
served in the 19th Infantry
in Hawaii, and later commanded the 2nd Battalion at
that Regiment. Later during
the war he was stationed with
the airborne division of the
Infantry School at Ft. Benning, Ga. He spent the last
years of the war as an airborne advisor in the European theater.
After various assignments
in the United States he went
to Korea in 1953 where he
commanded the 15th Infantry Regiment of the 3rd division and later served as Deputy Chief of Staff of the
Headquarters IV Corps.
In 1959 he was assigned as
(Continued on page 4)

Richard Robison plays Claudius and Danielle Giosefti
plays Gertrude when National Players present 'Hamlet'
in Tillman Hall on Thursday at 8 o'clock.

Staff Officers Recently
Given Aeronautical Rating
Captain Paul A. Parker and
Captain Richard R. Nixon,
both officers on the AFROTC
staff at Clemson, recently
gained their senior aeronautical ratings and each received
two stars for this achievement,
thus passing a milestone in
their Air Force careers.
Captain Parker, navigator,
received his commission
through AFROTC and his B.S.
degree in commerce from the
State University of Iowa. He
graduated from navigator
training at Harlingen AFB,
Texas, in 1958. Since that
time he has logged over 3700
hours in various aircraft including the C-97, C-124,
C-133, and C-135.
Most of Captain Parker's
flying time was logged during
the 5^ years that he was stationed at Travis AFB, California. While at Travis AFB
he navigated on missions to
all parts of the world includ-

ing Vietnam, the Congo,
Thailand, Japan, and Europe.
Over 600 of the total hours
were logged in jet aircraft
and he was selected for the
C-141 test program; however,
his present AFROTC assignment took priority.
In supplement to his flying
career, Captain Parker has
performed the duties of instructor navigator, operations
and training officer, and route
briefing officer. He has also
completed squadron officers
school, jet navigator school,
electronic counter - countermeasures school, and Air University's academic instructor
course.
Captain Nixon, a single and
multi-engine pilot, also received his commission through
AFROTC upon graduation
from the University of North
Carolina and earned a B. S.
degree in marketing. He com(Continued on page 4)
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A Super-Cool Is A Swinger
But He's Hung On Himself

'He Roars For ^-^ Clemson University"
Friday, February 19, 1965

Interlude Before Exams
Last week the student senate came
out unanimously in favor of a thirtysix hour "reading period" between
the last day of classes and the first
day of exams.
This resolution seems to be in the
best interest of students, for as it
now stands, this May, classes will
end on a Tuesday and exams will
begin at 8:00 a.m. the following day.
Consider a typical student with
classes at eight, nine, and eleven on
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,
and nine and ten on Tuesdays,
Thursdays, and Saturdays. At the
end of this semester, he will finish
up his last class at 11:00 Tuesday
morning and face five exams in the
next 96 hours. Needless to say, he's
not going to have much time to
study.
Of course it can be argued that if
the student had learned the material
as he should have, he would have to
study only a little for the final exam
anyway.
This argument, however, assumes
that the purpose of exams is merely

to test a student's knowledge so that
the appropriate grade can be sent
home to his parents.
The real purpose of final exams
should be to provide an incentive
for students to clear up points of
confusion in the material covered
in a course, to unify the facts into
one big "mental picture," and to review portions which have slipped
into the recesses of the student's
mind. A secondary purpose should
be to provide professors a more nearly correct evaluation of a student's
knowledge.
A one and a half (or two or three)
day reading period before exams
would give students a needed interlude in which to review course work,
and would probably result in fewer
frantic nights at the end of semesters, reduced dexadrine sales, and
better grades on final exams.
In regard to the proposal before
the student Senate to fly the Confederate flag from the pole in front of
Tillman Hall, the TIGER must ask,
"Are you guys serious?"

Editorial Comment: Cheating
Two events in the last few weeks
have brought to the nation's spotlight a perenniel campus problem:
cheating. The events were the scandal at the Air Force Academy in
which over hundred cadets resigned, and the release of a sort of Kinsey Report on cheating by Columbia
University.
The Air Force Academy scandal
involved the stealing and selling of
an examination. Most of the cadets
who resigned said they were not
actually involved in the incident,
but were aware of what was going
on and simply failed to report it,
thereby committing a breach of the
honor system.
As this affair was being probed,
Columbia University released its
study of campus cheating across the
nation. The study, based on a survey
of 5,422 students in 99 colleges and
universities, revealed that around
half the nation's college students
cheated.
The authors of the study came to
the conclusion that colleges with
honor systems "are less likely to
have a high level of cheating than
those with other arrangements for
control."
They also noted that a school with
a large percentage of students living on campus, with high admissions
standards, and high faculty-student
ratio is likely to have relatively little
cheating.
The most important deterrent to
cheating, however, they found to be
the attitude toward cheating in the
student body. In schools where disapproval of cheating is very strong,
only 23 per cent of the students were
found to cheat.

The question arises, "What can be
done to curb cheating at Clemson?"
Few would say that a "high level"
of cheating exists at Clemson; in
fact, Clemson probably has a much
"lower level" of cheating than most
universities in the country. Nevertheless, cheaters do exist and they
are not going to be simply wished
away.
As has been pointed out in the
National Observer, cheating takes
place in three forms: cribbing, looking over a classmate's shoulder,
procuring the examination, or knowledge of what is on an examination
before it is given.
Professors can help curb cheating
by making it more difficult for students to cheat or by reducing the
temptation to cheat. For instance,
whenever possible they can give open-book or discussion quizzes; or if
short answer quizzes must be given,
they can make students sit in every
other desk of the classroom. Also
professors could be more discrete
with copies of their examinations
from the time the exams are printed
until the time they are given, for a
sufficiently ingenious student can
get a key, by hook or crook, to virtually any door on campus.
Still, taking precautions to reduce
the temptations of cheating does not
get to the heart of the problem: the
fact that students (or perhaps their
parents) consider it more important
to have good grades or a college diploma, i.e. the appearance of education, rather than the education itself. If somehow this attitude could
be changed, precautions wouldn't
have to be taken.

CURES FOR PAYNE

TV's Shindig Draws Bigger Audience,
But Dining Hall Stairway Remains Dark
By LARRY JOE PAYNE
TIGER Columnist
And then there was a
show called Shindig that is
on every Wednesday night
and was a better attraction
than the speaker during Religious Emphasis Week . . .
and in tenth dorms on a
Wednesday night during Religious Emphasis Week there
were 55 students watching
Shindig while over in ninth
dorm there were perhaps a
dozen students listening to
a Religious Emphasis Week
speaker . . . and still the
stairs leading from the dining hall (the outside) to the
lower quadrangle are unlighted and dangerous. . .
And one vaguely recalls
that last year during the
Presidential election, Barry
Goldwater told the American people that we were at
war in South Vietnam and
for this he was dubbed a
"War Monger" by his opponents—and
now after
more than two years of
fighting in South Vietnam,
and after an elapse of eight

months or more since Barry
Goldwater told the American public of the War in
South Vietnam, someone in
Washington finally got the
word . . . and President
Johnson is going to give us
a great society — and perhaps he will also give the
Supreme Court a copy of
the American Constitution
. . . and why don't'the people on Welfare unionize and
strike for higher Welfare
checks and if not granted,
threaten to go back to work
. . . and school teachers in
South Carolina have to work
for their Welfare checks . . .
And someone finally discovered the fact that college
students don't go to college
to learn but to graduate —
and it was discovered at the
Air Force Academy and not
at Clemson . . . and who
really cares about taking
Botany and Zoology . . . and
a coffee house at Moo U.
when one can't even buy a
copy of Playboy downtown
. . . and was Tillman Hall
auditorium really built in

1493 . . . and do you really
need a passport to travel
from the United States to
Alabama and Mississippi . ..
and a favorite pastime of
students in other countries
is to go and rock the nearest
American Embassy — and
this is called, "the protest"
— and it's even better than
doing the Monkey or the
Hammer-lock . . . and will
anyone ever attend a Clemson dance while sober . . .
And did you send your
girl friend a big box of
Valentine candy and a beautiful mushy Valentine and
two days later receive a
shaft letter . . . and found
she wouldn't . . . and a coed saying, I love you for
what you are, boy with the
brand new car . . . and I
love you for what you are,
honey — girl with all the
money . . . and did you ever
date a girl that you thought
was a nice girl . . . and later
found out . . and aren't you
glad that with the coeds around that this isn't a leap
year . . . and did you ever

LETTERS TO TOM

Student: Statement Should Have Been Issued
Dear Tom:
My letter is in reference
to the recent sequence of
events following a letter to
you which was critical of
our bookstore and of our administration. I would like to
express the opinion that the
situation could have been
handled in a manner more
becoming a university.
The administration took
strong exception, rightly so,
with some of the statements
made in that letter. But
what subsequent course of
action was' taken?' For the
-' benefit of students, faculty,
the people of this state, and
the reputation of our university, the administration
could have issued a public
statement demonstrating the
falsity of the accusations.
Instead, the administration
chose to pursue a course of
action which included calling the author of the letter
before the Dean of Men and
the President of the University.
An
impressionable
freshman was reprimanded
for following the dictates of
his conscience.
Secondly, a more dignified reprisal by the administration should have included
a statement concerning the
policy of the bookstore governing the unfortunate situation which had arisen. The
policy of buying back a book
only when accompanied by
a drop card has sometimes
been
quite flexible and
there is definitely need for
clarification of this policy.
Thank you for hearing me
out, Tom. I hope that responsible freedom of the
press. shall always exist for
the people of South Carolina, and in particular the
take a date to a Clemson
dance and she met her old
boyfriend and spent most of
the evening with him . . .
and did you finally get
'plastered and leave her . . .
and when she called you the
next day to find out what
happened to you, did you
tell her to . . . and Spring
can't be too far off because
my fancies are just waiting
to turn to love . . .
And can you imagine anyone marrying Ringo . . . and
did you ever consider the
idea that maybe matriculation is really a plot by the
Communists to turn students
against the administration
. . . Please tell me, why
is it so hard for some professors to treat students as
though we too were human
beings . . . and when will
some students ever learn
that they are not children
any longer . . . and who
cares anything about Russia
or Red China . . . and have
you ever had a brother,
father, or close friend that
was killed in South Vietnam
. . . and don't you think
Peanuts by Shultz is the
greatest . . . AND did you
ever go to your eight o'clock
class and forget your
blanket???

students of this growing
university.
Sincerely,
Emmett Laitala
Class of '65

More Comment
Dear Tom,
I would like to comment
upon the very un-universitylike attitude which the administration of this institution has shown. I am, of
course, referring to the commotion caused by ' a' letter
which appeared in this
column several weeks ago.
It seems that the writer of
this letter disliked the policies of the bookstore and of
the administration in general. Whether this opinion
was valid is no longer in
question. In fact, it is of
very little importance. What
is important is that the
writer of this letter was
called before Dean Cox and
President Edwards because
of his views.
Dean Cox called the letter
slanderous and told the
writer that he could be sued
for libel because of it. Personally, I can see nothing
slanderous in the letter and
I truly believe that a libel
suit using this letter as evidence would be laughed out
of court.
I may be old fashioned,
but I, for one, still believe
in such things as the rights
of the individual to free
speech and the freedom of
the press. It seems that these
things are not held sacred
by the administration here
at Clemson, because .a student seems to be liable to
the administration for his
views.
It is indeed a sad state of
affairs when the administration of an institute of higher learning will not allow
views contrary to those of
the administration to be
published without putting
the writer of these views on
the carpet, so to speak.
In conclusion, I would
like to ask this question of
the students, faculty, and
administration: Is this still
a small, narrow-minded, and
bigoted college or is it a
modern, open-minded, and
progressive university?
John Dozier
Class of '67

Public Apology
Dear Tom:
The letter which I wrote
two weeks ago in your
column is one about which
I am deeply ashamed. In it,
I went off on a wild tangent condemning our bookstore, and in effect, our
whole administration. For
this slap against our school,
I could never hope to be
forgiven. I criticized something of which I knew absolutely nothing about. I
can only hope that someday
I can make ammends to this
school for what I have done
to it.
I ask you, the students, to
profit by my lack of intelli-

gence. Don't criticize your
school unless you know for
sure that you are right. I
thought that I was right, but
when evidence was presented to me I realized how
wrong I had seen the whole
situation. You students who
don't believe this, just dig
into the facts. Our administration is one of the greatest anywhere. It takes wonderful people to be able to
talk over a situation such as
mine and come up with a
good solution. We don't
realize the time and effort
' put in by all our administration on each and every one
of us.
So I ask you students, if
you have any gripes or problems with these wonderful
people, don't sit back and
criticize unjustly. Go see
one of these people and talk
with them. You will find a
solution that is right and
will not suffer the heartache
that I did. You just don't
realize how wonderful our
school really is!
John Miller
Class of 1968

Thank You
I would like to thank the
students, faculty, and townspeople who donated blood in
my mother's behalf. I particularly want to thank Dan
Gentry for his help and concern. I can only thank you
all and hope that you know
how eternally grateful I am.
God Bless You,
Bruce McClure

By FRANK PEARCE
Associate Editor
See him swagger by the coeds. Hear him cuss
to show his impunity. He is Super-Cool. Watch.
him stroll into class ten minutes late. Watch him:
give the professor an indulgent smirk. He's a
swinger, man.
Cool him, baby, as he drifts into the lunch line,:
swinging on up to the front. Let the deads wait
like they've been doing. He doesn't have to, because he swings, man.
See his feet. Cool enough. He doesn't wear'
socks. See how his ankles must shed soap. And
dig those ragged jeans, man, blue like blue. In
fact, like black. Keep away from the white pay
tv that washes, man. Note the white on his jeans.
That's not paint, daddy, that's him. Ain't that the
digginest?
Watch him stride ... oh, too cool, too cool. See
the flutter. That's his shirt tail, baby. Grab all
those wrinkles above the flutter. The greatest,
man, and watch out you don't smooth that rag
with an iron. No belt, daddy, please. Let 'em
hang loose. Let 'em be hip and almost slide.
See the crust on his fingers? Under that lies
the real him. Too much. Watch him smile. Nice,
huh? How about his neck, did you catch that? •
Hair, curlee, baby-o, all the way down to nobody-;
knows-land. Grab the cheek lining. Swingeroo,
huh? Leave the blades go, cool one. And his;
pad's seen no roll-on in many times five days';;
Don't crowd him, baby, he's too cool, and you:
can't nose the same atmos he does. He's way out'
. . . the further the better.
* * * *
Plans are well underway for a "Coffee House"
at C/U. Monday afternoon an open meeting will
be held at the BSU Center next to the Baptist
Church at 4:30 p.m. All interested persons are
invited to attend.
Still in the formulative stages, the idea is' to
"provide an environment where diverse groups
might communicate, a relaxed and open intellectual atmosphere as benefits a university." The
Coffee House is intended to be a non-profit as^
sociation designed for the university community.
, The controlling body would be a self-regulating
council composed of one individual from each of
the interested student religious organizations and
an equal number of persons who shall be elected
at a meeting of the patron members. Patron members are all those interested persons who contribute one dollar to the cause.
Isn't it worth a dollar to see if this thing can
make a go of it? The purpose is not to establish
a joint for the beats. This deal would be for ev-,
erybody, and it has good possibilities.
* * * *
The old "Open Column" is still open. Nobody
sent it a thing. The army has a phrase for it,
something about getting on your feet. Several
people said they were going to send something
in, but; so far it's zorch.
* * * *
For all you heartbroken Fishbein fans, schizo's
column will be back next week. He had one this
week, but the Letters to Tom beat him out. Try
Payne's column for a substitute.
* * * *
Last week, reference was made in this column
to the Jew Shop and one or two people have been
reported upset. We apologize if anyone got a case
because of the use of this slang term, which implies nothing to or about anyone. What's to be''
done? We asked Fishbein about it — he calls it
the Wop Shop so that's no help. How's Canteen?

Tiger

We Goofed!
Dear Tom:
Damn!
We all missed question
number one. We thought
Ernest Hemingway wrote
"The Killers."
Love,
Steve King
Dail Dixon
Ted King
J. T. Hickerson
Edward T. Samulski
Bob Utsey
(You didn't miss it, boys. We
did. Hemingway did write
"The Killers", making the
correct answer B instead of
A as given in the article entitled
"Sophomores Rate
High On Test" in last week's
TIGER.)

TIGER'S Policy
Letters to Tom in the past
have run the gamut of topics, and no doubt will continue to do so in the future.
The TIGER's policy regarding these letters is one
of neutrality. The staff of
this newspaper does not pick
and choose from Tom's letters to find only those it
agrees with. Letters, if signed, are printed whenever
possible if they are not obscene or in obviously poor
taste. Letters to Tom are the
opinions of the individuals
who compose them and in
no way should necessarily
be considered the opinion of
this newspaper, the student
body, or administration of
•Clemson University.—F. P.
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Counseling Service Moves To New Offices
HTTIGER,

BT WILLIAM M- BROW*

>]

TIGER Feature EditOf
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CANVASSES CLEMSON CAMPUS
LOST TIGER

During the past week, I wandered off the Clem
]son campus while out canvassing material for this
acolumn. And, of all places to wind up, I succeeded in making it all the way to the North Carolina
n'State campus. This week the column could be
gproperly called, "Tiger Canvasses NC State
oCampus."
The reason for this trip was to attend the South
j eastern Area Student Conference of the Amerij can Institute of Industrial Engineers. During the
[two-day stay, I made many acquaintances with
j other industrial engineering majors. I also met
j several members of N. C. State's student news
[paper, The Technician.
On both Thursday and Friday evenings, I dis- ^
j cussed the problems and workings of each other's g
a. student newspaper with two of the Technician"
1 staff—the news editor and the assistant news
editor.
The Technician is printed every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings. However, the size
i of these three papers put together is smaller than
i the size of one of our weekly TIGERS. The front
page of their publication is like ours, it is devoted
i to the news items on the campus. Also, the second
i page is similar; it is devoted to editorial comments
on current issues.
This is where the similarity ceases, though, g
[Their third and fourth pages contain approxi-^
mately 95 to 98 per cent advertising. Our third
[and fourth pages are devoted to the human-in| terest articles, Stog, etc.; the fifth page, to sports
[ coverage; and the sixth page, to a continuation of
jthe front page news layout.
All in all, our advertising amounts to about 20
| to 35 per cent of the entire paper. North Carolina
[State's publication has about 40 to 50 per cent
[ advertising.
Student population of their campus is 8300 (500&
a coeds), and Clemson's student enrollment is 4300
" (you know the number of coeds.) Every week,
i there are between 7,000 and 8,000 TIGERS printI ed; each time The Technician goes to press, only
i 6,000 issues are printed.
Editorial policy of the newspaper, as expressed
] by the news editor, is to critique the sacred cows
i, of.,the .students, and get student reaction. Sacred
I cows may be defined in their sense to mean those
j things which the students feel are taken for
[ granted. They are also things which the students
j feel strongly about, such as the school name, civil
rights, operation of student government, and the
administration.
DUAL PROBLEMS

Our two campuses seems to share similar problems: there are fewer parking places than registered student cars—the ratio of coeds is very loW[
(theirs is higher than Clemson's ratio)—the architectural students are similar—several letters havet
been sent to their editor concerning the college:
book store—their men's dorms are three-fourths c
of a mile from the center of the campus.
AIIE CONFERENCE

Next week, the TIGER will feature an article^
on the AIIE conference, in which nine of ourp
students and two of our faculty members playedr
an active roll. It will be run next week so thatc
the pictures to be sent to us will be available forfj
publication.
One of our industrial engineering seniors wonc
second place in the technical paper awards. He isc
Bill Swart of Newberry. His paper on "Linearc
Programming Applied to Job Evaluation," wasp
second only to the one on "Work Distribution one
a Mixed-Mode Assembly Line." The latter paperc
was written by George Bennett of the University E
of West Virginia. The third-ranked thesis wasf
also written by a student of the University oft
West Virginia.
The prize for winning the second place award [
is $25. Mr. Bennett will take his paper to the national run-offs to be held later this year, (he re-[
ceived $50 for having the best technical paper).
NAME CHANGE

There is now a movement going on in the state [
[of North Carolina to change the name of Northf
i Carolina State. One faction wants to have thee
institution called, "University of North Carolina [
| at Raleigh." This name is being advocated by thef
members of the newspaper staff. Other groups E
would prefer to take on the name of the North [
Carolina State University.
Does this movement sound very familiar? Itf
seems that this time last year we were negotiating a change of name also. (The name "Univer-j
sity of Clemson" would have sounded odd.)
CHANCELLOR SPEAKS

During the Friday luncheon, the Chancellor of j
INC State, Dr. J. T. Caldwell, commented, "When!
you graduate, start running to keep ahead (in I
education) and don't look back, or you will see j
i I someone gaining on you."

By TONDY McGOWAN
TIGER Feature Writer
There is a division of the
Office of Student Affairs designed specificially to help
students solve their more serious problems. It is the Counseling Services Department
headed by Dr. Virginia Hardie.
Upon walking into Dr.
Hardie's office now on the
second floor of Tillman Hall,
one is at once welcomed by
her warm smile and is interested to note the devilish
twinkle in her eyes. Her attitude puts you at ease instantly, whether you are
questioning her, or she is
questioning you.
To look at her, very small
and not at all imposing, behind her large desk, one
would hardly presume her
capable of. undertaking the
giant task assigned to her
here at Clemson.
Until two years ago, there
was no comprehensive Counseling Service as such on this
campus. Today, the department is a fully operating one
with Dr. Hardie as the Counseling Psychologist. Mr. John
R. Anderson is the professional counselor and a practicing psychometrist (a psychometrist is one who is wellversed in diagnostic testing).
Prior to Dr. Hardie's arrival, there had been a con-

By CHARLES E. HILL
TIGER Feature Writer
For those poor unfortunate
students who don't have a
date on this dance weekend;
or who aren't going to Mardi
Gras with the Pershing Rifles
or the Army ROTC Band; or
who don't have three Double
E quizzes next week; there
will be some interesting diversions at the theatre during
the coming few days to take
your thoughts away from such
tragedies. On tap for next
week will be an exciting adventure of intrigue, a science
non-fiction documentary, and
a French-made (oui, oui!)
comedy.
'WORLD WITHOUT SUN'
"World Without Sun"
should be of real interest to
biology and zoology majors
(no kidding), for it features
some of the best underwater
photography of ocean wildlife seen on the screen for
some time. The producer-director of this release is Jacques-Yves Cousteau, whose
earlier epic of the sea, "The
Silent World," won the Golden Palm award at the Cannes
Film Festival.
There is no pretension made
of having a plot for the picture. Rather, it is intended
to be more of a scientific documentary.
But there is
enough excitement, adventure, and color present to prevent the flick from sounding
too much like an animated
Zoology 101 lecture.
The movie is of scientific
interest from two points of
view. First is the engineering
angle, for the main experiment recorded in this production is the successful establishment and operation of an
underwater community. Deep
sea buildings shown in the
picture include a main house,
in which seven "aquanauts"
lived for a month at seventy
feet beneath the surface of
the Red Sea, enjoying such
homey comforts as television,
radio, hot showers, and fresh
sea food.
From the purely naturalhistory view, the footage of
the fish should be fantastic.
The colorfulness of the underwater life give one a new appreciation of color movies.
The real star performers of
the saga are Crab Cave-digger, Scuttling Scallop, and
Surly Shark. The tension
reaches a fever pitch in one
sequence when Our Hero, the
scallop, flees panic-stricken
across the ocean sands from
his deadly enemy, the enraged starfish.
Other features of the picture include a two-man submarine which you would
swear came straight out of
Jules Verne if it wasn't for
real (it sorta resembles a confused cross-eyed
clawless
crab), bizarre animals that resemble refugees from Walt
Disney's drawing board, and
daily expeditions by the oceanauts to capture specimens,
make tests, and shoot film.
This is the perfect film for
the Skin Diving Club to show
to its new pledges; it should
really impress them with the
idea of underwater adventure.

sulting psychiatrist available
for special cases one day per
week through the Student
Health Service.
The department now handles cases which range from
vocational problems to emotional problems, and the staff
is constantly available for
emergencies. A large percentage of the problem students
need help which concerns vocational indecision. Through
testing and private interviews, a great number of students have been helped to
make a vocational choice.
Personal problems rank
second on a percentage basis.
These include problems related to marriage, emotion,
fear, family, and sex and
many others that students
find themselves unable to
cope with alone.
Academic problems also
prevail, and students find it
helpful to discuss them with
a member of this staff. In a
survey made each semester
by the department, it has
been found that 50 per cent
of the students with academic
problems have been able to
improve their gpr's significantly within one semester of
counseling. In this survey, in
which the clients are asked to
evaluate the department, better than 97 per cent of those
responding have indicated

"ADORABLE JULIA"
"Adorable Julia" is what
they call in the movie industry an "art film." Now, sometimes this term is used as a
nice way of saying "skin
flick;" whether it's true in
this case or not remains to
be seen.
At any rate, "Julia" is a
French-made picture (don't
worry, French majors; it has
English subtitles so you won't
be embarrassed), starring Lilli Palmer and Charles Boyer.
The plot is taken from
Somerset Maugham's story,
"Theatre."
The situation of this comedy is this: Boyer plays an
ex-actor
turned
director
(sound familiar?) who is
coaching the talents of his
actress wife, Miss Palmer.
But alas, Lilli falls for an accountant at the office (?), and
the resulting mayhem should
provide some interesting moments of fun and nonsense.
Maybe "Adorable Julia"
won't be as good as some of
the French films the Modern
Language
Club has been
showing lately, but at least it
won't be censored.

that they have been assisted man Hall. Also, Dr. Hardie
considerably in solving their -hopes that the effectiveness
problems.
of the department will be inWhen asked approximately creased by incorporating prehow many students had been ventative counseling. This
through her office for one would include increased psyreason or another, Dr. Hardie, chometric studies of students
smiling again, replied that she prior to enrollment and more
had lost count. She estimated research work through surthat about 10 per cent of the veys.
student body had walked
Dr. Hardie also emphasized
through her doors.
the confidential nature of the
Self-referrals make up a- clients' problems and their
bout 60 to 75 percent of her private discussions. It is the
clients. Dr. Hardie reported, main goal of her department
a fact which indicates the to impress upon the students
great need for the Counseling the importance of seeking aid
Service. Other referrals come through counseling and refrom faculty advisors, hall solving problems before they
supervisors, the medical staff, go too far to be resolved.
ministers, and parents.
Dr. Virginia Hardie is the
A great deal of the success director of the Counseling
of the office in the last two Service Department here ■ at
years can be attributed to the Clemson University. This pert
cooperation from the faculty little lady's appearance gives
and to the acceptance and the no indication of her great
need of the students. One capabilities. It is not until
prime criticism of the office, one talks with her that one
however, is that they need a can grasp the strength of
larger staff to serve more character and acute ability
students. "The waiting list to with which she is equipped to
see one of the counselors is carry out her job as Counseljust too long, and the students ing Psychologist.
tend to complain," added Dr.
From the day of her arHardie.
rival, her sharp wit and outFurther progress through going personality have made
improvements and additions her a welcome addition to the
to the department are in view. university. In less than a
Recently, the staff moved week, news of her arrival had
from their old location in the spread and appointments pilStudent Center to their new- ed up. She was soon booked
ly remodeled offices in Till- solid for six weeks to two
months in advance.
From a first impression one
would gather that she is active in church work and loves
reading, gardening and listening to good music. This first
impression, is a good one, for,
by her own confession, these
are her second loves. These
interests belie the fact that
she has lived in various places
"Thirty Six Hours" is pro- all around the world. She is
bably the best film to be in the widow of a textile executown this week. Starring Rod tive and has a son and a
Taylor, Eva Marie Saint, and daughter, both of whom hold
James Garner, it is an episode Master's degrees. She is also
of espionage from World War the proud grandmother of
II:
five.
So long, Suss.
These hobbies and evidences of quite a full life, do not
seem to leave room for all
her other activities. She received her Counseling PsychDuring the recent fire at ologist's degree from the Unithe Methodist Church, just versity ' of Colorado. She
before the New Year, the headed the Counseling SerCorinth-Shiloh Fire Depart- vices at the University of Coment lost an old firemans hel- lorado and then at the Unimet. It has been heard that a versity of Tennessee. She has
Clemson student" was seen had private clinics both in
with the helmet and had tak- New York City and in Augusta, Georgia.
en it up to his room.
During World War II she
The hat is of little monetary value, but has a great worked for the Psychological
deal of sentimental value to Services for servicemen in
this fire department and es- China-Burma-India and in the
pecially the man to whose European Theater.
She is also a member of
grandfather it originally bemany professional groups in
longed.
It would be greatly ap- her field. She has had two
preciated, by all concerned, if books published and several
the helmet were returned to articles printed in professionits proper owners, and no al journals of her field.
Dr. Hardie holds licenses
questions will be asked.
under both the American

Bluefield, Va. He holds a B.S.
from Roanoke College and his
Master's degree from VPI. He
has been doing work toward
his doctorate at the University of Virginia.
In addition to his directorial positions, Mr. Anderson
has been a teacher and principal in secondary schools and
an executive officer in the
US Navy. He was a member
of his town council in Blacksburg and has a growing interest in American government as a result.
Mr. Anderson is relatively
new to Clemson, having joined the staff in Nov., 1964. He
has two children—a daughter
who is a graduate of Madison
College and now a teacher in
Chase City, Va., and a son, a
16-year-old junior at Daniel
High who is quite interested
in football.
Mr. Anderson, too, is most
favorably impressed with his
welcome here at Clemson and
the friendly people here.

Dr. Virginia Hardie, director of Counseling Service at
Clemson, welcomes a student to her office.

Fire-helmet Lost

Controversial Letter Makes Academic Rounds
(ACP)—Washburn Review,
Washburn University, Topeka, Kan., tells of a letter received by its president, Dr.
Harold Sponberg, which he
decided to pass around.
The letter, from a meat
packing company which shall
be designated as "Company
X", reads:
"Company X is a manufacturer of artificial sausage
castings and other flexible
film products used in the meat
industry. As a major supplier
to this industry, we would
like to know if your institution maintains a sausage kitchen and/or a course on the
processing of sausage. Company X's interest is to be of
assistance by placing this department on our mailing lists
and having our local representative keep in contact for
whatever help we can be to
the college. If you have such
a course, we would like to
know the names of the supervisor in charge and the
equipment. Since students
graduating from such courses
might be considered for employment by our firm, we
would also like .to receive a
description of the course curriculum and the number of
students taking it."
Dr. Sponberg sent the letter
first to Richard Vogel, school
treasurer, with this comment
in the margin: "I know there
is plenty of boloney on this
campus, but I did not know
they were doing surveys on
it."
To which Mr. Vogel replied: "This, I believe, is an
academic affair."
The letter then was forwarded by President Sponberg to Dr. A. F. Englebert,
dean of the college, with the
comment: "This project seems
to be in your area — a continuous ring of
boloney.
Please establish a course of

Psychological Association and
the state of S. C. as a practicing psychologist. Along with
her degrees and capabilities,
Dr. Hardie has provided
Clemson with the status of
being the only state-aided
school in S. C. to maintain a
full-time counseling service.
Mr. John R. Anderson is also an important member of
the Counseling Services staff.
He comes to Clemson from
the State Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation in
Tampa, Fla. Sixteen years
prior to his stationing in Florida he was director of counseling and placement at VPI
in Blacksburg, Va.
Mr. Anderson brings Clemson a rich background in
counseling. His main counseling interests are academic
and vocational in nature. He
is termed a Professional
Counselor, and a brief discussion with him instills confidence in a student.
Mr. Anderson is a native of

study in this meaty field."
The dean sent the letter
back to the president with
this notation: "If this refers
to link sausage, we could
make it a divisional course.
Get the pun?"
Dr. Sponberg then forwarded the letter to Dean John
Howe, head of the law school
with the question: "Would
the sausage course fit your
curriculum, since you are
training pork-barrel specialists?"
To which the law school
dean responded: "Would the
course in sausage stuffing
count as a physical education
substitute?"
And, at this point, the matter of beginning a sausagestuffing course at WU was
dropped, probably not to any
great dismay to either students or administration.
CAMPUS NEWSPAPER
DEFENDED
(ACP)—A state senator's
demand for an investigation
of the University of Wisconsin student newspaper and
one of its editors for what he
called "left-oriented journalism" was rejected last week
(Feb. 5) by the university
regents.
Sen. Jerris Leonard (RBayside) called for an investigation of John Gruber, managing editor of the Daily Cardinal. He said Gruber lived
with persons whose parents
belonged to the Communist
party.
The regents said in a resolution that they will continue
to uphold the policy of "encouraging and
supporting
freedom of expression in the
publication of the Daily Cardinal."
Gruber said the resolution
(
was not a victory for either
him or the newspaper, but
rather for a concept. He said
he was "gratified" that the

Dr. John Anderson, professional counselor and psychometrist. (Photos by Charles Haralson)

600 AM
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PROGRAM NOTES
Saturday, Feb. 20
10-11 PM-"Offbeat" presents folk music

regents
"expressed public
confidence ... in the absolute
right of a free press."
Leonard said after the regents' meeting that he would
drop the issue. "There is nothing to investigate," he said.
PERILS OF BEARDED
FLESH
(ACP) — Flesh, particularly
flesh that wears a beard —
is heir to a "thousand natural shocks," reflects the
bearded editor of the Ivory
Tower, monthly literary, magazine at the University of
Minnesota.
When Garrison Keillor was
riding back to campus on a
bus, a woman and child got
on. The child looked at the
bearded editor and stared before opening his question.
Child: Is that Jesus?
Mother (turning): No, it's a
beatnik.

Sunday, Feb. 21
3-5 PM-"Concert in High Fidelity"
Mozart: Piano Concerto
Beethoven: Sixth Symphony
Brahms: Waltzes
Brahms: Fourth Symphony
7.8 PM-"Sounds of the Twentieth Century"
presents the soundtrack recording of
"Oklahoma," starring Gordon MacRae and Shirley Jones.
BASKETBALL GAMES
Friday, Feb. 19
9:10 PM-Clemson
Saturday, Feb. 20:
7:25 PM—Clemson
Friday, Feb. 26:
8:10 PM—Clemson
Saturday, Feb. 27:
7:55 PM—Clemson

vs. N. C. State
vs. Univ. of North Car.
at Maryland
at Virginia
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PR's Display Classic Example Of Precision
By JOE MITCHELL And
MORGAN MORRIS
Once again the Pershing
Rifles of Clemson will represent our University at the
world famous Mardi Gras in
New Orleans. For many years
the PRs have carried the
Clemson tradition to cities and
events throughout the Southeastern United States. The
sights andf sounds of the PRs
have become familiar, not
only to the Clemson students,
but to all the people of this
area.
Just how did the organization known as the Pershing
Rifles become the national
campus attraction that they
are today?
On Sept. 15, 1891, a young
Second Lieutenant, John J.
Pershing, assumed the duties
of Professor of Military Science and Tactics at the University of Nebraska. Disappointed with the Jack of military discipline at the University, Pershing took action. He
introduced a program of strict
military discipline for which
he later became famous.
Lt. Pershing selected cadets
who he considered to be outstanding and formed an honor
company. This honor company, Company A, < was the
first of a long line! of Pershing Rifle companies.
When John J. Pershing left
the University of Nebraska
he had made such an impression on the cadets that they
took a pair of, his old calvary
britches and carefully made
insignias to wear as part of
their military uniform.
These insignias were the
first service ribbons worn by
any element of the United
States Military. Today the
PRs, like many other service
organizations, wear a membership ribbon especially authorized by the Department of
Defense.
Since that time the Society
of Pershing Rifles has grown
tremendously. The Society is
now comprised of thirteen
regiments and over one hundred and sixty-five companies throughout the United
States. Clemson University is
fortunate to be the location
of both the Fourth Regimental Headquarters and Company C-4.
The Clemson Pershing Ri-

fles, Company C-4, is made
up of academic sophomores
hailing from many parts of
the country. They have varied backgrounds, interests
and courses of study, but they
all have at least one thing in
common, they are all "Gung
Ho."
Each of the members of the
PRs is dedicated to the success of the unit, which depends directly on his performance, and the basic purpose which was laid down by
its distinguished founder, "To
foster a spirit of leadership
and cooperation among the
men in the military depart-

ment and to maintain a highly efficient drill company.
Although each member
knows that he must uphold
the traditions of the society,
he is always aiming to establish newer and higher goals.
This means that everything
that the PRs do on the drill
field must be done with a
high degree of precision.
Clemson is proud of its record as a member of the
Fourth Regiment. Our PRs
have won the regimental drill
meet ten years in a row and
the National Cherry Blossom
Drill Meet twice. They also
hold the record for highest

scores ever recorded in these
events.
All is not spit-shine and
polish with the Clemson PRs.
They are perhaps the most
active organization on the
Clemson University campus.
Over and above the long
hours of practice drilling they
find time to engage in many
hours of service to the student body.
They usher at home sporting events, participate as
both students and as an organization in events such as
Religious Emphasis Week and
the arrival of the first coeds,

and entertain at Homecoming
and USC football games. They
are also an integral part of
the ROTC Detachments at
Clemson.
Company C-4 has been a
part of the Clemson tradition
for twenty-six years. This
year they are marching in a
drill competition at the Mardi
Gras for the first time and
marching in the opening parade. They leave on Thursday, Feb. 25, and will be gone
for three days. This trip, the
Cherry Blossom Festival, and
the Fourth Regimental Meet
constitute the major events of
the PRs year.

Upper Quad Queen Ann Salute

Famous South Carolinians In History
By BEN KNIGHTON
TIGER Feature Writer
South Carolina has played
an important role in the history of the United States.
From the settlement of the
colonies to the present day,
South Carolinians have carried the nation to the importance of world dominance.
Which South Carolinians
have been outstanding in the
history of the United States
government? The history departments of the state's colleges voted upon this question to decide the most important South Carolinian during each of the nation's 25
year intervals.
John Rutledge was chosen
for the period of the preConstitution to 1789. Rutledge
was chosen above Henry
Laurens and Charles Pinckney. Rutledge, first president
of South Carolina during the
revolution and a delegate to
the First Continental Congress, was on the presidential
ballot along with Washington.
Rutledge favored a republican
form of government to avoid
the "arbitrary, severe, and
destructive power" of democracy.
Charles Coatsworth Pinckney was an overwhelming
choice over his cousin Charles
for the period 1789-1814. C.
C. Pinckney's victory over the
British at Fort Moultrie in
1776, his service as an aide
to Washington, and his defense of the Constitution

which he signed, led President
Washington to offer him the
following positions: commanding general of the army, Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court,
Secretary of State, and Secretary of War. Pinckney was
surprisingly uninterested in
employment by the new government, and he refused all of
these assignments. He was
the Federalist's vice-president
nominee under John Adams
in 1796 but lost to Republican Thomas Jefferson. He
also lost the vice-presidential
office in 1800 to Aaron Burr.
Pinckney served his nation as
head of a special mission to
France in 1797 aimed at resolving difficulties between
the two nations. Upon his return to America, Pinckney
was made commanding general of the United States
Army during the "popgun"
war of 1812 with England.
During the period of 181464, the distinguished John C.
Calhoun began to influence
the nation as the captain of
states' rights. Calhoun served
as a U. S. Representative,
Senator, Secretary of War,
and twice as vice-president.
A strong unionist, Calhoun
tried nobly to press the southern cause within the halls of
Congress.
The brilliant Calhoun served under Andrew Jackson as
vice-president. Jackson, trying to make the federal government stronger, was in a
continuing argument with his

states' rights partner. In answer to Jackson's toast, "Our
union, it must be preserved,"
Calhoun replied, "The union,
next to our liberty most dear.
May we all remember that it
can only be preserved by respecting the rights of the
states and distributing equal
burden of the union."
Wade Hampton was chosen
for the period of 1864-1889.
Hampton, with qualities not
unlike those of Robert E. Lee,
came out of the War Between the States as commanding general of Lee's cavalry.
He provided the leadership
needed for South Carolina
through the reconstruction period to make a relatively
peaceful adjustment out of
this period and to bring back
South Carolina into the Union as a responsible and equal
member. He served the state
as governor and United States
Senator.
Benjamin Ryan Tillman,
the state's acknowledged leader of 1889-1914, was a successful farmer in Edgefield County during the period of Hampton's leadership. Tillman began to deplore what he felt
was a return to "rule of the
aristocracy." He became one
of the state's most honorable
governors. Tillman is credited
with starting both Clemson
and Winthrop and with writing the state's then new Constitution by which we are
still governed.
Tillman was joined in

Washington during his Senate term in 1908 by another
agrarian, Ellison (Cotton Ed)
Smith. Smith was the historians' choice for the period of
1914-1939. Smith, like Tillman, set records in being
elected to consecutive terms,
and probably represented the
predominant farm interests
of the state.
In 1939, a self-educated
Charlestonian named James
F. Byrnes entered the limelight in Washington as a key
Roosevelt-man in the U. S.
Senate. His quiet leadership
in Congress (14 years in the
House and 12 in the Senate)
proved invaluable to Franklin Roosevelt in winning over
both reluctant southerners
and others to New Deal programs.
In 1941, he was appointed
to the United States Supreme Court, the first South
Carolinians to receive such an
appointment since John Rutledge. Passing up this lifetime
security a year later, he accepted the job of director of
the Office of Economic Stabilization and was generally
referred to as "Assistant
President." Byrnes continued
his job under Harry Truman,
and he became Secretary of
State and next-in-line for the
Presidency. He remained in
this key capacity until 1947.
The state of South Carolina has contributed many
qualified leaders to the nation. Which of South Carolina's leaders of today will be
chosen as greats in the future?

Players Being
(Continued from page 1)
tional Players has gained the
reputation of being one of the
foremost national classical
repertory companies in America. The troupe will play at
Clemson as part of an eightmonth tour of 30 states. The
Players have also made nine
overseas tours.
During the period of time
from 1590 to 1613 Shakespeare produced scores of
comedies, histories, and tragedies, including A Mid Summer Night's Dream, Richard
III, Julius Caesar, Love's Labor Lost, Henry V, Romeo
And Juliet, and scores more.

discover the difference
in the
imsak. Super Stan Cm*

Clemson's PR Company C4 with Capi. Coker, military advisor, and Col. M. C. Brown,
PMS. (Photos by Clemson News Service)

Staff Officers
(Continued from page 1)
pleted primary flight training
at Hondo AFB, Texas, and his
basic multi-engine training at
Goodfellow AFB, Texas. From
Goodfellow, he went to Pope
AFB, North Carolina in late
1957, where he flew as a line
pilot in C-123S and C-119S
for the 464th Troop carrier
wing. At the same time, he
was an instructor pilot for the
T-28 and the C-45.
In 1960 Captain Nixon was
re-assigned to the 504th air
transport squadron at Elemdorg AFB, Alaska, where he
logged a record 2300 hours as
a line and instructor pilot in
the C-123. At the same time
he was operations officer for
the transport control center.
He has now logged over 3600
flying hours, which is more

than enough for a command
pilot's rating, an honor which
he will receive after completing 15 years of rated service
time.

General
Rich
(Continued from page

1)
the Commandant of Cadets at
West Point, and in 1961 he
assumed command of the 101st
Airborne Division at Ft.
Campbell, Ky. where he remained until 1963 when he

was named commanding general of the U. S. Army Infantry Center at Ft. Benning. He
assumed- command of trip
Third U. S. Army in 1964.
The Silver Star, the Legion
of Merit with Oak Leaf Cluster, the Bronze Star, and the
Army Commendation Ribbon
are a few of his noted decorations. His foreign decorations include honors from
Frances, Poland, and Belgium.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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JEWELRY AND MUSIC STORE
Telephone CA 5-9761 & CA (-6271
102 W. WHITNER STREET
ANDERSON, 5.

HARRIS SPORTING GOODS
"THE SPORTSMAN'S CENTER"
CLEMSON HIGHWAY — SENECA

CHEVROLET Redecorate your driveway
Park out front, at least for a while, and let the neighbors enjoy that sleek Impala Super Sport styling,
After all, you have everything else to yourself: the
luxurious Super Sport interior with its cushy bucket

seats, center console and carpeting; the smooth and
easy Chevrolet ride; and Chevrolet power, starting with
our famous 140-hp Turbo-Thrift 230 Six. This '65
Chevrolet's a home improvement if you ever saw one.

STUDENTS!

' I" VOtlfeee. WHY YOJ EXPECT &X>9 MA^-THE FACT You
ENftXLEP ir/ MY5ECVOH iNPlCATeS A (pue^TlQNAglg tQ.''

DON'T KEEP YOUR PARENTS

N THE

DARK

for The Finest Of Foods

SEND THEM YOUR PAPER

CHEVELLE Looks, luxury and lots more

Malibu Super Sport Coupe
The looks you can see. The luxury that's a Malibu •carpeting, patterned vinyls and eight interior color
Super Sport you can imagine: bucket seats, full schemes. The rest you'd better sample for younelf.

CORVAIR Everything's
new but the idea
The idea still is, make Corrair
the sportiest low-priced car
this side of the Atlantic. So
look: suave new continental
styling, even better handling,
same rear-engined traction.
Driving's fun. Try it.

Drive something really new-discover the difference at your Chevrolet dealer's

Chevrolet • Chevelle • Chevy II* Corvsdr* Corvette

CHEVROLET

SECOND SEMESTER
FOR ONLY $1.50

STOP AT

THE SHINING TOWER
N. Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

NAME

STREET & NUMBER

LYNCH

DRUG CO.

STATE

WE INVITE YOU TO COME
Fill Out, Clip, and Mail to:
THE TIGER
P. O. Box 2097
Clemson, S. C.

SEE US FOR YOUR
DRUG AND SUNDRY ITEMS

"Your Walgreen Agency"
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Greenfield Says:
North-South Games Crucial
Got A Good Nucleus; For Clemson's Surging Cagers
RANDY MAHAFFEY-Going Yank Hunting "Stickman" Leads
Not As Much Depth

rtcM

By BILLY WALKER
TIGER Sports Editor

By SAMMY CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
About four months ago
Coach PeeWee Greenfield began preparing his 1965 track
team. This Saturday could
show how fruitful this practice has been as the traeksters open their season with
an indoor meet against UNC
and USC at Chapel Hill.

F-4 ORANGES TOPS

It all ended last week when the F-4 Oranges
|led by Gary Barnes' 21 points topped DKA's
Deacons 51-37 to conclude the biggest and probably most successful intramural basketball season ever at Clemson.
In a league with so many good players, it's
difficult to cite five or even six or seven outstanding boys. But limiting our choice to those
boys who played in at least four games, we came
up with the following: Donnie Lewis, playing in
four games for the F-l Oranges, had the league's
highest average, a 19.8 mark. Sid Waite of D-6
scored at a 17.2 pace for five games while Tommy McGee had a respectable 18.0 average for
D-3. Bobby Smith, playing for the OKA's, tallied at a rate of 17.3 points through four games.
Ernie Stallworth, playing for the TIGER staff,
picked up 103 points in seven games to take most
points scored honors. Ernie averaged 14.7
points a game. Also, Max Evans scored 16.8
points per game for the F-4 Purples.
NORTH-SOUTH TONIGHT
This weekend will settle a lot of things in
the ACC. First of all, South Carolina will take
it on the nose twice and get the privilege of playing Duke in the opening round of the tournament. Second, Clemson will move out of sixth
place in the ACC, due to one or possibly two victories.
Tonight's game with N. C. State will be somewhat different from the contest at Clemson on
the sixth of this month. At that time, the Wolfpack was forced to rely heavily on Pete Coker,
a steady clutch player, who brought them back
to take that game, 78-74.
Coker has been out with the flu, and chances
are that he won't be at full strength when he
faces the Tigers. This shifts the pressure to
j!Larry Lakins, State's veteran center, who, I
^hink, will score at least 25 and maybe more
j points against the Tigers. Captain Billy Mattocks has been State's chief threat of late. He
r dented Clemson for 22 points in the first encounter between the two teams.
Saturday night's strategy against North Carolina is simple—stop Bob Lewis and Billy Cunningham from both having a good night.
GARDNER'S SUCCESS STORY
Kenny Gardner, the reserve forward, bej came "give 'em hell" "Stickman" within the few
j minutes that he played last Tuesday night. The
j game, only his second starting assignment of the
(season, unfolded the story of Kenny Gardner, a
J willowy, 6-5, 182 pound sub, becoming Kenny
j3 Gardner, a valuable asset to the basketball Tij gers, and what's more, it couldn't have happened
to a nicer guy.
But it's often wise to hesitate when singling
out any one player as more important than anj other in a victory. The Tigers' success thus far
| this season has come from a group of boys who
| like to play basketball, a group of boys with an
! honest desire to win.
* * * *
By the way, if you're thinking about going up
to the game in Charlotte without a ticket, don't.
Saturday night ducats have all been sold, and
Friday's offerings aren't in the best of locations.
5252S25aS?52525SSHS2SE5H52525H525E5aS2S25E5E55S2S2S2SH52S2S2SHSES252SE5a6J5J525HS55'f
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With eleven returning lettermen on the 29-man squad
Coach Greenfield is rather
optimistic. "We've got a good
nucleus to work with, but we
won't have as much depth as
last year's team; I think we'll
have a pretty good season,"
stated Coach Greenfield. Incidentally, last year's Tiger
tracksters were South Carolina Intercollegiate Champs
and runners-up in the ACC
tournament.
The nucleus of which Coach
Greenfield was speaking consists of a rather impressive
group with several records to
their names. Cecil Huey is
one of the two captains and
a senior from Anderson, S.C.
He runs the sprints and relays and is a member of the
mile relay team holding the
conference record. The other
captain is "Smiley" Nelson,
also a senior from Anderson
who holds the conference
record for the triple jump.

Track
Coach
Optimistic

Durham. Running the 220
yard dash will be Hayes Cone,
Cecil Huey, and Ed Pool.
Competing for the 440 run
will be Cecil Huey, Hayes
Cone, Bill Manos, and Richard Greene. Tiger hopes for
the half mile or 880 run are
E. J. Drown, Terry Gibbons,
and Frank Filek. Running the
330 hurdles and high hurdles
will be Lynwood O'Cain, Bill
Manos, Jimmy Hill,
and
Creighton Alexander.
The two track events requiring good speed and stamina are the mile run and the
two mile run. E. J. Drown,
Robert Tindall, and Terry
Gibbons will run the mile and
Robert Tindall and E. J.
Drown will be doing the
chores for the 2 mile run.

The two relay events are
the 440 and the mile both of
which Clemson holds the conference record. Coach Greenfield will have to select four
from Carl Poole, Ed Pool,
Tommy Durham, Hayes Cone,
Hayes Cone, a junior from Cecil Huey, Bill Manos, Andy
Cincinnati, Ohio, is a member Evans, and Wayne Page.
of the 440 relay team holding
Many people prefer the
the conference record. Cecil
Huey and Hayes Cone both field events which require
belong to the sixth place NC more muscular ability. For
those people, Nelson McAA mile relay team.
Loughlin, Dick Dobbs, and
Holding the state record in Charles Reese will be putting
the 100 yard dash at 9.7 sec- the shot for Clemson. Also, in
onds is Carl Poole, a senior the discus Dick Dobbs, Nelfrom North Charleston. Carl son McLoughlin, and Don
will also be running sprints Sikes will be trying to break
and relays and doing some last year's record. Dennis
jumping.
Carusoe and Dick Bell will be
Dennis Carusoe, a senior throwing the javelin. In the
events "Smiley"
from Little Silver, N. J., re- jumping
ceived the most competitive Nelson and Gerald McLoughaward on the team last year. lin will be high jumping and
His specialty is the javelin. triple jumping. Carl Poole
Holding the conference rec- and "Smiley" Nelson will be
ord for the discus throw is broad jumping. As for the
Richard Dobbs, a senior from event that gives its.entries a
lift, John Harrison and Steve
Miami, Florida.
Pendland will be pole vaultTwo others expected to ing.
bolster Tiger hopes are E. J.
A track meet has a great
Drown, a fine mile and two
mile
runner
from Lake deal of excitement and vaWorth, Florida, and Nelson riety with several events ocMcLoughlin, a senior from curring at once. Everyone
Tampa, Florida, who puts the
shot and throws the discus. should plan now to see the
With this outstanding nucleus first home meet on March 15
9 juniors, 11 sophomores, and against the Citadel Bulldogs.
one other senior comprising
the rest of the team, Coach
Greenfield has reason to be
optimistic.

By HOWIE FISHBEIN
TIGER Sports Writer
The Tiger basketball team
travels to Charlotte, N. C. tonight to face North Carolina
State in the first night finale
of the North - South Classic.
Tomorrow night the Tigers
play UNC in the first game
of the double-header. With
the Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament less than
two weeks away, Clemson
will be trying to move up in
the conference standings. They
won't have to face Duke or
State in the opening round of
the tournament if they can
take sixth place in the ACC.
Clemson lost to the North
Carolina Tar Heels in the
first game of the season at
Chapel Hill by a 77-59 score.
Last year, in one of the
heart-thumpers of the season,
the Tigers defeated North
Carolina in double overtime
97-90 at Charlotte. In the last
ten years Clemson has beaten
UNC only twice, while they
have lost to them twenty-one
times. If the Tigers are to
beat the Tar Heels they will
have to put the halter on the
leading scorer in the conference, Billy Cunningham, and
the Tar Heel's great sophomore jump-shot artist, Bob
Lewis.
In last season's NorthSouth game with the Pack,
Clemson took it on the chin,
losing in an overtime period
by a 45-43 tally. Wolf Pack
head coach Press Maravich
has yet to taste defeat from
the hands that once fed him
here at Clemson. In the first
meeting between State and
Clemson this year, the Tigers
lost a heartbreaker, 78-74. In
that game the Tigers took a
seven point lead at half time,
but when Randy Mahaffey
and Jimmy Sutherland fouled out, State overpowered
Clemson and came away with
the victory. State's high scorers, Larry Lakins and Tommy Mattocks, were responsible for the Wolf Pack's last
win over the Tigers, and they
will be the shooters to watch
in tonight's encounter. N. C.
State is currently in second
place in the conference with
a 7-3 record, and a 14-3 overall won-lost record.
The starting five that coach
Bobby Roberts will use each
night should be made up of
Jimmy Sutherland and Buddy Benedict in the backcourt.
Ken Gardner and Gary Helms
up front, and Randy Mahaffey at the pivot position.
Gardner, on the basis of his
clutch performances against
South Carolina and Wake
Forest, has started the lart
two games and should con-

Wake Slaughter
Clemson's young
Tigers
took an early lead, maintained their composure through
an early Wake Forest rally,
and beat the Demon Deac's
going away, 84-65, before a
capacity crowd at Clemson
last Tuesday night.
The Tigers, winners in their
last two starts, fell behind
once early in the game. They
regained the lead and experienced smooth sailing in taking their fourth ACC victory
and bringing their conference
mark to 4-6 while the Deacons
have a 5-7 ACC mark.

Clemson will spring Randy Mahaffey (42 above) and
Jimmy Sutherland into action tonight presenting North
Carolina with one of the best one-two combinations in
the conference. (Photo by Riewe)
tinue to be the fifth starter.
and pulled down thirteen reSOUTH CAROLINA
bounds. The top scoring honSTUCK BY "STICK"
ors for the game went to
Ken "Stick" Gardner, a South Carolina's Jim Fox
6'5", sophomore from Col- who scored thirty points and
lingswood. New Jersey swish- pulled down twenty-three reed in two clutch free throws bounds.
and a layup to put the icing
AS OF FEB . IE
on the Tigers 72-67 victory
ACC STANDINGS
over the Carolina Gamecocks
All
last Saturday in Columbia.
Conference Games
In the regionally televised
W L
W L
game, the Tigers led by elev- Duk^
2
10 1 16
en points at half time, and N.C. State
3
7 3 14
the game looked like an easy Maryland
6 4 12
7
victory for Clemson. The Tig- U. N. C.
5 4 10
8
ers enlarged the margin to a Wake Forest
9 13
5 7
whopping seventeen points Clemson
4 6
8 10
with less than fifteen minutes S. Carolina
2 7
6 10
to go, but the Gamecocks Virginia
1 8
5 13
came back fast and furious
to whittle the lead down to
three points with less than a
minute to go in the game.
Buddy Benedict then put in
two important free throws,
and the "Stick" added four
more points to insure the win
Clemson's basketball Cubs,
for Clemson. The victory gave getting a tremendous 38 point
the Tigers sole possession of effort from Curt Eckard, desixth place in the conference feated Anderson College here
with a 3-6 record. Greatly last Tuesday night, 102-69,
aiding in the win were Ran- for their fourth and final vicdy Mahaffey who scored tory of the season.
twenty points, and Jim SuThe Cubs never trailed in
therland who tallied 14 points the contest and took a 12

Clemson got inspired per-,
formance from forward Ken
Gardener, who started the
game and pumped in 18
points before fouling out with
1:57 left. Gardener, who pulled down 14 rebounds, was
given a standing ovation for
his efforts.
Wake Forest's Ronny Watts
copped top-scoring honors
with a 19 point performance.
Bob Leonard followed with 17
for the losers.
Clemson took an eight point
lead into the dressing room at
half time and. quickly upped
that lead to fourteen at 18:44
of the second period. The
Deacons narrowed the lead'
to seven points with 13:53 remaining, but the surging Tigers spurted and upped their
lead to the game winning
margin of eighteen.
Playing their last home
game of the season, the Bengals gave Bobby Roberts his
eighth victory in eighteen
starts this season. The slumping Deacons' loss was their
eighth in the last nine games.

Frosk Paste Ande rson
In Seasons Finale
point halftime lead and rapidly extended their margin in
the second period.
Marvin Caughman's
16
points and Denny Danko's 13
markers backed up Eckard's
performance. The Cubs completed their season with a 411 mark.

The usual track meet consist of 17 events — ten in
track and seven in field. The
event which many consider
the most exciting is the 100
yard dash and in that event
Coach Greenfield is depending on Carl Poole, Ed Pool,
Wayne Page, and Tommy

"when can I
interview IBM?"
Feb. 2o

"for what jobs?"
Manufacturing, Product Development, Programming,
Systems Engineering, Marketing/Sales

If you are majoring in Engineering, the Sciences, Mathematics,
or Business Administration, see IBM. The development, manufacturing,
and marketing of information systems and equipment offer many opportunities
to show what you can do.
See your placement office for our brochures—
and an appointment with the IBM interviewers. Ask where your ideas can
best be used at IBM, an Equal Opportunity Employer. There are 20 laboratories,
17 plants, and over 200 sales and service offices coast to coast.
If you cannot attend the interviews, visit the nearest IBM office. Or
write, telling us about your interests, to Manager of College Relations, Dept. 882,
IBM Corporate Headquarters, Armonk, New York 10504.
Applied Mathematics, Applied Mechanics,
Data Communications, Digital Computers,
Guidance Systems, Human Factors,
Industrial Engineering, Information Retrieval,
Marketing, Manufacturing Research,
Microwaves, Optics, Reliability Engineering,
Servomechanisms, Solid State Devices,
Systems Simulation, and related areas.

IBM

You're missing a lot
when you own a Volkswagen.
A VW has fewer parts than other cars because
it needs fewer parts.
There's no bulky dri\te shaft to transfer engine
power to the rear wheels. Our car's engine is in
back to start with (and to maintain traction with).
That's why it doesn't need a drive shaft.
And it doesn't need a radiator, or a water
pump, or hoses. Because the engine's cooled with
air, not water.
(When you drive your first VW, you may miss
putting in antifreeze, rust inhibitors, and whatnot.
But you'll soon get used to it.)
The stuff a Volkswagen doesn't use, it doesn't
have to haul (and waste gas on). Which is one
reason it averages 32 miles per gallon of regular.
And the parts you don't buy, you'll never repair.
So you can't waste money on that.
Now you know why you can drive a VW for
years and years with a lot of parts missing. And
never miss them.

FRANK MYERS MOTORS, INC.
3302 N. Main Street
Anderson, S. C.

He's finding it at Western Electric
When the University of Nevada awarded John
Lauritzen his B.S.E.E. in 1961, it was only the first
big step in the learning program he envisions for
himself. This led him to Western Electric. For WE
agrees that ever-increasing knowledge is essential
to the development of its engineers—and' is helping John in furthering his education.
John attended one of Western Electric's three
Graduate Engineering Training Centers and graduated with honors. Now, through the Company-paid
Tuition Refund Plan, John is working toward his
Master's in Industrial Management at Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute. He is currently a planning
engineer developing test equipment for the Bell

Western EteCtfiCMANUFACTURING

System's revolutionary electronic telephone switching system.
If you set the highest standards foryourself, both
educationally and professionally, we should talk.
Western Electric's vast communications job as
manufacturing unit of the Bell System provides
many opportunities for fast-moving careers for
electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers,
as well as for physical science, liberal arts and
business majors. Get your copy of the Western
Electric Career Opportunities booklet from your
Placement Officer. And be sure to arrange for an
interview when the Bell System recruiting team
visits your campus.

AND SUPPLY UNIT OP THE BELL SYSTEM

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
MITHOmZEO
OCAlt*

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 citiesDOperating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N.J.DTeletype Corp., Skokie, III., Little Rock, Ark.QGeneral Headquarters, New York City
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Coeds Reach New Academic High Clemson Alumni Loyalty Fund

Sponsoring in the Midwinters this year these beauties are, left to right, top row:
Miss Brenda Katty DeJarnetie for E. T. Smith, Jr., president; Miss Laurie Fowler for
Neil Robinson, vice president; Miss Brenda Gregg for Edward Munnerlyn. secretarytreasurer; Miss Helen Gordon for Hank Baumann, placing chairman; (bottom row)
Miss Rusty Cooke for Johnny Scoggins, publicity chairman; Miss Mary Price for Ken
Bolt, floor chairman; Miss Em Heins for Glenn Corley, decorations chairman; and
Miss Judy Black for John McConnell, alternus.

Brubeck Plays Friday
(Continued from page 1)
ganization since 1956. Critics dance weekends yet," says
most as big a name individ- claim he is one of "the most Johnny Scoggins, publicity
ually as they have as a group. exciting drummers in the chairman of the CDA. "We
hope that all students will
An example of this is Paul country."
Gene Wright, bass player take advantage of this fine enDesmond, alto saxophonist,
who has been with the group for the Dave Brubeck Quar- tertainment,"
Tickets will be on sale at
since 1951. Desmond has been tet, joined the quartet in 1958,
winning accolades from crit- just prior to one of its his- the door both nights. The conics and audiences since he tory-making trips behind the cert is priced at $4.00 per
couple and $2.50 single. The
Iron Curtain.
started with the group.
"CDA has worked hard to dance Saturday night is $4.00.
Joe Morello has been a
member of the Brubeck or- make this one of the best

Student Senate Proposes
University Civil Service
At the Student Senate
meeting last Monday night a
proposal was introduced to
establish a "civil service" for
the Clemson student government.
Under the plan, which was
referred to the Judiciary Committee of the senate, any student interested in working in
student government will have
an opportunity to fill out a
general application. A file of
these applicants would be
used as a source for possible
appointees and committee
members in the student government. According to the
senator who introduced the
bill, it is hoped that this system will encourage more student participation in student
government and that an increased field of choice will
permit officers to make better
choices for appointive offices.
Virgil Irick, chairman of the
Judiciary Committee, is in
charge of writing the bill.
Adopted in finished form
were two resolutions, one requesting that .ockers be built
for the use o' commuting students and another that calls
for the flying of the state flag
along with the flag of the
United States on the flagpole
overlooking Bowman Field.
The senate passed two bills
which Terry Richardson reported from the General Affairs Committee. One dealt
with the method of selection
of delegates to the spring session of the South Carolina
State Student Legislature; the1
other, with the selection of
delegates to the Southern Universities Student Government
Association meeting.
One senator reported that
Mr. Henry H. Hill will look
into the noise problem in the
dormitories caused by the
sliding of chairs on the floors.
No work can possibly begin

on improvement of the problem until the summer.
John Shelley announced
that Clemson's nominations
for the Robin's Awards for
inspiration to youth will be
made next week by the senate.
A letter from Dean W. T.
Cox explained that a system
of signing up rooms similar to
that used in registration for
class would be used this year
on a trial basis. The senate
adopted a resolution, its second on the subject, that it
continued to prefer the past
method of signing up rooms
on a first-come-first-served
basis.
The Traffic and Grounds
Committee received suggestions that the stop signs in
the interchange by the library
be re-arranged and that the
public rest room facilities adjacent to the Loggia be improved. It also received a suggestion to have separate parking classification for married
commuting students in the
Clemson area. These ideas
came from the suggestion box
on the Loggia.
Mike Click, sophomore class
president, in a letter to the
senate, appointed Daniel A.
Speights to fill the unexpired
senate term of Philip Rovner.
Speights was assigned to the
Judiciary Committee.

Room
Assignments
(Continued from page 1)

application will be denied the
privilege of changing rooms
except to move completely out
of the new sections. Dormitories 4, 5, 6, and 7 are to be
used for fraternity housing
only.
No plans have been made
for assigning rooms in the
new dormitory now under
construction.
Students who have made
an advance payment and later
decide not to enroll or not to
live in the dormitory may
obtain a refund of the advance payment, provided notification of intent and request for refund is received
by the dormitory prior to July
15. If such notification and
refund request is not received by the deadline date, no
refund will be made.
Dormitory Office hours for
accepting payments and processing applications are 8 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. to
3:30 p.m. Tuesday through
Thursday. No applications

Clemson's coeds set a difficult pace for the male of the
species to follow in the first
semester grades' race recently completed.
Of the 134 female students
taking a full load of academic work at Clemson, 50 compiled "honor" averages of 3.00
("B") or above, with 107 of
the group maintaining averages of 2.00 ("C") or above.
This exceptionally high percentage of "honor" students
—37 per cent of the full-time
women — carried over to the
part-time students as well.
Here, 39 of 93 women — 42
per cent — compiled "B" averages or above.
University Dean of Women
Susan Delony noted, "As a
group, our girls have always
done well academically, but
this semester's reeord is probably the best since Clemson
became coeducational 10 years
ago."
Among Clemson's 50 fulltime coeds who maintained
"B" averages or above were
40 South Carolinians, nine
housewives, and three graduate students. The undergraduate class breakdown was 22
freshmen, 16 sophomores, two
juniors, and seven seniors.
Lest the unobservant get
the idea that Clemson's coeds
are a bunch of bookworms.
Dean Delony is quick to point
out that her girls are also
amortg the most active in extra-curricular activities of any
group in the school's young
history of women students.
"Ande Mitchell of Columbia
(3.82) is Miss Clemson University and a cheerleader;
Mary Trout of Coral Gables,
Fla. (3.62) is secretary of the
freshman class and a member of the school's Mixed
Chorus; Jane Amick of Orangeburg (3.41) is piano accompanist for the Glee Club
and Mixed Chorus and is an
active member of the radio
staff.
"Lydia Threatt of Gadsden
(3.57) is business manager of
The Chronicle and a member
of the concert band; Diana
Grobholz of Essex Falls, N.
J. (3.17), is a lead player of
the Clemson Players; Yvonne

Winn of Beaufort (3.00) is
president of the girls' dormitory; Joan Reas of Clemson
(3.37) is president of the Angel Flight group; etc.," lists
Dean Delony.
Half of Clemson's 50 "honor" coeds earned their grades
in the area of arts and sciences, but the remaining half
were scattered through such
curricula
as
architecture,
meta 1 u r g i c a 1 engineering,
medical technology electrical
engi n e e r i n g, mathematics,
physics,
horticulture,
and
others.
Making a perfect (4.00) record were: Kaye Cannon, sr.,
Clayton, Ga.; Marian Dowell,
graduate, Seneca; Linda Marganian, sr., Woodland Hills,
Calif.; and Ann Young, graduate, Clemson.
Averaging between 3.50
and 3.99 were Barbara Alverson, fr., Williamston; Shirley
Biggs, so., Clemson; Jane
Bolton, so., Washington, D. C;
Miriam Bridges, so., Easley;
Reba Carroll, fr., Beaufort;
Patsy Gallimore, fr., Newton,
N. C; Donna Jones, so., Ware
Shoals; Nancy McGill, fr., Anderson; Sherry McKee, fr.,
Greenwood; Mariann Marbut,
so., Clemson; Ande Mitchell,
fr., Columbia; Wanda Reynolds, fr., Canon, Ga.; Marsha Sauls, sr., Charleston;

8:00 a.m.—J, M, U
9:30 a.m.—C, Z, Q, S
2:00 p.m.—F, Y, E
Wednesday
8:00 a.m.—B, I, V
9:30 a.m.—W, T, O
2:00 p.m.—H, P, R
Thursday
8:00 a.m.—Mc, G, A
9:30 a.m.—D, L, K, N, X
2:00 p.m.—All
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Totals Near One-Eighth Million

Clemson University Foundation has announced grants
totaling $124,800 to Clemson
University programs as the
accomplishment of the 1965
Clemson
Alumni
Loyalty
Fund.
A total of 3,893 alumni and
friends made gifts to the
fund, the highest number of
donors since the participation
of 4,087 people in 1958. The
$124,800 gift total was the
second highest in the nineyear history of the fund. The
top income accomplishment
was $151,000 in 1962.
"Our alumni fund," said
Harold Risher, 1964 president
of the Clemson Alumni Association, "is dedicated to serving those institutional needs
for which state appropriations
are non-existent or inadequate. Over the last nine
years Clemson alumni have
given $823,000 for these purposes."
The Clemson Foundation
trustees, custodians of the
alumni fund, made educational grants totaling $43,640 from
unrestricted gifts to the fund,
administered an additional
$35,681 in restricted gifts, and
paid all operating costs of the
Clemson Alumni Association
program for the 1964 fund
year.
The following unrestricted
grants were made to educational programs: $10,200 to
the Alumni R. F. Poole ScholRush Days, Jan. 30 through
Four girls pledged Chi Chi
Feb. 3, for the three Clemson Chi. They were Joan Reas, arships; $10,000 to the GradSororities began with an "Ice Nancy Singleton, Sue Reas, uate School; $10,000 for facWater Tea" on Saturday and and Mary Sue Gibert.
continued with the sororities'
These girls will participate
individual parties.
in a pledge period for one seThe three sororities, Chi mester before being finally
Chi Chi, Sigma Beta Chi, and accepted into the sororities.
Omicron Zeta Tau, accepted
16 new rushees.
Sigma Beta Chi, Clemson's
newest sorority, accepted the
largest number of pledges.
They included Linda Acree,
Terry Charles, Donna Jones,
Susan Mullan, Dana Stuart,
Sandy Tarquino, and Rachel
Toncray.
Omicron Zeta Tau pledged
five future "sisters." They
were Jennifer Cochran, Kathy
Hanna, Clovie Julia, Etta
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
will be processed on Mon- Heaton, Mary Trout, and Pat
Feb. 18-19-20
JAMES GARNER
days, Fridays, Saturdays, or Vallentine.
EVA MARIE SAINT
holidays.
ROD TAYLOR
APPOINTMENT HOURS
-INTuesday

STOP AT

FOR

Nancy Singleton, fr., Anderson; Martha Stuart, fr., Columbia; Lydia Threatt, sr.,
Gadsden; Mary Trout, fr.,
Coral Gables, Fla.
Averaging between 3.00 and
3.49 were Jane Amick, fr..
Orangeburg; Brenda Baker,
so., Palm Beach, Fla., June
Blackwell, so., Simpsonville;
Teresa Charles, fr., Spartanburg; Carolyn Colt, so., Rock
Hill; Suzanne Culbertson, so.,
Greenville; Mary Anne Estes,
jr., Clemson; Peggy Gentle,
so., Williamston; Mary Gibert,
fr., Clemson; Kathleen Graham, so., Seneca; Diana Grobholz, fr., Essex Falls, N. J.;
Carolyn Halfacre, grad., Columbia; and Kathryn Hanna,
fr., Greenwood.
Also, Marshall Hass, so.,
Charleston; Monica Hawkes,
jr., Clemson; Sandra Hicks,
so., Liberty; Sallie Jackson,
fr., Myrtle Beach; Clara
Jones, sr., Clemson; Garrie
Lineberger, fr., Greenville;
Brenda Merck, fr., Greenville;
Joan Reas, so., Clemson; Mary Redmond, sr., Central;
Laura Rogers, fr., Clio; Carolyn Rowland, so., Eastlake,
Ohio; Dorothy Scarce, so.,
Slater; Joan Strickland, fr.,
Annandale, Va.; Robin
Threatt, fr., Gadsden; Jo Ann
Winchester, sr., Six Mile; and
Ira Winn, fr., Beaufort.

Al Burgess

JUDGE KELLER

ulty research and development; $4,500 to support three
alumni professorships; $1,200
to the alumni undergraduate
memorial scholarship program; $1,000 to the conduct of
student government; and $6,739 to the permanent endowment fund of the Clemson
Foundation.
Under Clemson's 1965 alumni president William H. Grier
of Rock Hill, the Alumni Association has set a goal of
$200,000 for the alumni fund
this year.

Coffee House
(Continued from pag» 1)
Rev. Lee E. Snook describes
the Iowa Stale University Y
Dugout's purpose as to "create an atmosphere of acceptance and discussion which
draws out creativity of persons," apparently lacking "on
this campus' where scientific
method and technology are so
important."
A resolution from the Ad
Hoc Committee recognizes "a
lack of understanding and
communication between various facets of the University
community." Also noting
needs in the areas of "outlets
for self-expression" and of
"places for fun, fellowship
and the meeting and making
of new friends," the committee adopted a resolution to
help solve problems of the
University in these areas.

